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When I uttered to “Speedy” in 2015 at

MultiKulti:

The shortest distance between

two points is no fun

we both laughed together in

acknowledgment that the aim in life is

not in the destination.



Dedication & Introduction

I began expressing my worry and grief

during the decline of my close friend’s

mental  health  on  my  BlackBerry  Z10

using a sketching app called Harmony.

I found this application an easy way to

express  and  get  relief  in  that

expression.  After  posting  an  earlier

book  of  which  some  of  my  art  was

published,  on a BlackBerry Messenger

group  about  all  things  BlackBerry,

several folks commended the work and

there was encouraged in support of my

creating an  art  book  with  all  my

creations up to this point.

To this  day  I  still  use  my BlackBerry

Playbook with the Harmony app to gain

healing through expression. I have not

found any app that works like Harmony

for Android.



I dedicate this book to “Speedy,” who

had traveled mostly on foot all the way

from  Chicago  to  California.  He  had

decided  to  abandon  his  apartment  to

become  a  “free  traveler.”  Initially  he

was  headed  to  Area  51  in  Lincoln

County of Nevada. When I had learned

that  from  a  Tennessee  police  officer

that  called  me after  picking “Speedy”

up, I quickly alerted the Lincoln County

Sheriff’s  department  and  email

“Speedy” warning him of such dangers

involved in trying to break into such a

high security facility.

I  continued to  follow “Speedy’s”  path

through  a  website  I  setup  for  his

viewing only – a hub where friends and

family  left  him  private  letters  and

messages.

“Speedy” had traveled from Chicago to

California  in a period of  3 and a half

months:  from  August  of  2016  (right

after  we celebrated my birthday day)

to his arrival  in November.  Sometime

in  October  he  had  posted  on  social

media  inviting  friends  and  family  to

meet him in Las Vegas.



Initially “Speedy” struggled with worn

out  shoes  and  bad  hygiene.  I  had

arranged a stranger in L.A. to meet up

with  “Speedy” to  help  him  with

supplies  and  travels.  “Speedy”

maintained  contact  with  me  through

this stranger and talked to me on the

phone  one  last  time  after  he  had

experienced  deportation  back  to  the

United  States  after  illegally  crossing

the Mexico border. He claimed that the

Mexican  authorities  confiscated  his

state  ID  of  with  the  port  authorities

and  the  Mexican  consolidate  had

denied.

A  few  months  later  “Speedy” had

requested  that  I  visit  him  with  a

mutual  friend.  When  he  had  learned

that the trip was paid by his father, he

got paranoid  and hid by the time we

arrived.



When “Speedy” had alluded to suicide

on  his  social  media  profile  and  with

fetching  his  location  at  a  library  we

were able to convince authorities to do

a wellness check. Authorities held him

until a mutual friend and I were able to

arrive in which time the officers told us

that  “Speedy” was  believing  that  his

parents sent us to murder him. We had

his  father  on  the  phone  with  the

officers  however  “Speedy” was  not

willing  to  talk  to  us  or  his  father.

Officers  told  us  that  “Speedy”  was

borderline  criteria  for  involuntary  72-

hour hold and did they had to let him

go.

“Speedy” was a very good friend who

shaped  his  very  high  intelligence

towards seeking justice from some of

the  deepest  conspiracies.  He  had

researched  and  organized  entire  file

boxes  on  everything  from

psychotronics, mind control operations

of the CIA to slow kill and silent wars

of  secret  societies  through  the  social

and  cultural  influences  by  indirect

means of media.



His work may have drawn unusual and

suspectfully  dangerous  events  that

were  responsible  for  triggering  his

paranoia  and  psychosis  of

schizophrenia. He had already stopped

taking his medication and intervention

by his lack of insight was too late by

the  time  I  found  out  he  stopped  his

medication.  And  I  was  not  yet

equipped  with  the  LEAP  model  of

intervention and had at various points

scared him off by my insisting he take

his medications.



One of the events that initially spooked

“Speedy”  is  that  we  both  left  his

apartment for about 20 minutes to go

to the corner store. On our return his

door was ajar. We knew that the door

was  locked  when  we  left.  “Speedy”

made sure of that and I do recall that

he did lock the door. Next to the door

on the ground was a crumpled up bag

with  a  cookie  inside.  I  told  “Speedy”

that  I  would  not  eat  that  and  was

probably  placed  there  by  who  ever

intruded  and  could  possibly  be

poisoned. And that was not the biggest

spook. The next day “Speedy” checks

his  duffle  bag  which  had  been

mysteriously opened and  he  found his

journal missing. He exclaimed in worry

that the contents of his private journal

may  have  self-incriminating

information. Later that night “Speedy”

found  that  his  entire  files  on

psychotronics  had  also  been

mysteriously missing.  He was not just

missing one file but an entire catalog of

research he conducted on the topic.



A couple nights later “Speedy” leaves a

message  on  my  phone  that  he  was

really  feeling  desperate  to  have  me

over. I was already exhausted by the

time I got the message and I told him

that  I  would  visit  him  the  following

day.

When  I  arrived  the  following  day,

“Speedy”  had  told  me  to  leave;  he

appeared paranoid and uttered to me

that  I  was  one  of  them;  perhaps

implying that he thought I was also a

spy.

A  week  later  I  go  check  up  on

“Speedy’s”  apartment.  I  walk  to  his

door and find it ajar. Worried I called

the  paramedics  for  a  wellness  check.

When  the  paramedics  arrived  they

walked  into  the apartment  and  found

the  apartment  completely  empty

except for the furniture.

The artwork that follows is a dedication

to  “Speedy,”  expressions  of  the  pain

and bliss I had gone through my own

recovery of losing a close friend due to

severe mental illness.





before the great falling.



Busy  Must  Mind:  When  the  mind

becomes pre-occupied by what cannot

be  controlled,  all  that  was  once

connected becomes lost.



finding your way is through discovering

the  inner-self,  in  exploration  of  the

outer-side.



find you, you were still lost in yourself.



insight to help yourself, help finds you.



potential  together  could  set  waves.

Now I dedicate that work to you.



elements of the unexpected; survivalist

you are.



seek an endless meandering river. Your

lost is found looking in a curved mirror.



connections  for  understanding.  Those

connections  have  become  lost  to  the

outside world.



found is a self made realization.



The  World  Conspires:  There  will

always be work left undone. What will

be done will not go in vain.



Burner: When you should return and

reconnect,   we  will  remain  ready  to

open up again to you.



The Quartz Time Machine:  Through

this glass I can scry through time and

rejoin in vision of an alternate time.



Cloud  of  Ideas:  While  planets  spin

Galaxies, somehow our minds spin with

it so much that a connection made in

space is the space in our minds eye.



Mind’s  Eye:  The  eye  inward  brings

sparks we see outward. When we make

that connection we gain insight.



The  Dancing  Soul:  Music  expresses

for all the living to  empathize. To the

beat  of  the  heart  we  concur  and  to

which peace we find as one. 



The  Senses:  They  are  more  than

united; they are dispersed so we can

ponder their connect.



The Unity Hearts: Two rhythms meet

no matter their time-signature. We are

a  sea  of  polyrhythms  which  be  a

delight to  those ears  that  can  seek

enjoyment.



Infinite  Sight:  In  this  mirror  facing

mirror is a feedback loop of automata

creationism. Much of creation is in the

uncertainty  created  by  such  feedback

that  give  the  way  to  free  will

consciousness.



In  the Cloud  of  Doubts:  What  you

see is what you may get. Seek well in

the harmony of attitudes your way.



The Universe Knows: And once in a

while I will seek for comfort of mind.



When  The  Horns  Sound:  Will

atonement find us together again?



Cool  in a Deck with Shades: What

card will be played while the rest blind

their light with shades?



Untitled: A never-ending continuum of

pain and bliss.



THE END

You may connect with the author on BBMe: EF070F22


